Leet Center School Supply List

- **Composition** Notebook- to be used as a journal; **NO Spiral Notebooks please**
- For your child’s progress portfolio to be used throughout Leet Center attendance:
  - A 1 in 3 ring BLACK binder with clear pocket on the front and back for inserting a title page.
  - 2 packages of page protectors inserted in the portfolio
- 1 Box washable thick classic Crayola markers
- Watercolor paint set
- 1 Large Elmer’s glue stick
- 2 bottles of liquid glue
- 1 set of multi colored Play-Doh (larger containers with lots of colors are better)
- Box of Band-Aides- any type
- Children with last names starting with A-M: blunt scissors and 2 rolls of masking or painters tape.
- Children with last names starting with O-Z: box of baby wipes and 2 rolls of scotch tape
- 1 pair of Rain Boots labeled with your child’s name
- One framed family picture to leave at school for the year
- 1 small plastic **$1 picture book**- at Walmart with about 24 pages in it (nothing fancy just cheap).
  - A full change of clothes- including socks and underwear in a clear gallon Ziploc bag labeled with your child’s name
  - A tote and folder will be provided to each family during our Open House. These totes fit in the cubbies better than traditional back packs feel free to use this and avoid the purchase of a back pack.
  - Children who stay for nap time with us will also need a crib sheet, small travel pillow and a small blanket or beach towel. These items must fit into a reusable shopping bag comfortably.